BRAVOCORE
THE HEART OF ENERGY

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS
INDEPENDENCE - FLEXIBILITY - INTEGRATION
FOR HOME AND INDUSTRIAL APPLIANCES
**BravoCore** is a DC Battery Storage system to **integrate** and **balance** your energy.

**COMPONENT DIAGRAM HERE**

**SAFETY**
The battery chemistry is LiFeMnPO4 and is fireproof. Additional features like automatic shutdown when opening the door and modern battery management (BMS) are incorporated to ensure maximum safety.

**OTHER**
BravoCore can also be integrated with other types of energy sources like wind or water and other types of loads, too, like local DC power or DC loads. For larger installations, multiple BravoCore units can be integrated.

**YOUR BENEFITS**
- **High Capacity for Longer Runtime**
- **Easy Plug-In** to existing solar or other energy system, no replacements required
- **Safety** – certified batteries that can never burn
- **High Quality, Fully Engineered and Made in Austria**

**MADE IN AUSTRIA**

**OUR PARTNER IN YOUR AREA**

**MORE INFORMATION:** [WWW.GRACETECH.ORG](http://www.gracetech.org)